1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with certain problems involving Boolean algebras of projections which arise when one attempts to extend the theory of self-ad joint and normal operators to a general Banach space (the theory of spectral operators; cf. [7; 8; 1 ]). The first part of this paper contains an investigation of the notion of completeness for Boolean algebras of projections in a Banach space. The results are then applied to investigate operator algebras generated by projections.
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with certain problems involving Boolean algebras of projections which arise when one attempts to extend the theory of self-ad joint and normal operators to a general Banach space (the theory of spectral operators; cf. [7; 8; 1 ]). The first part of this paper contains an investigation of the notion of completeness for Boolean algebras of projections in a Banach space. The results are then applied to investigate operator algebras generated by projections.
Let 93 denote a Boolean algebra (B.A.) of projections in a real or complex Banach space. The weakest concept of completeness for 93 is that 93 should be complete as an abstract Boolean algebra; that is, a least upper bound V£« shall exist for every subset {£«} C93. A more useful requirement is that, in addition, the manifolds {Ea3£} should span (\ZEa)%. In this latter case we shall say 93 is complete. Correspondingly, we have the notion of <r-completeness for 93. §2 contains preliminary results relative to completeness. It is shown that if 93 is o--complete as an abstract Boolean algebra, then 93 is bounded, i.e., \e\ ^M, ££93. If 93 is o--complete then the closure 93" of 93 in the strong operator topology is a complete Boolean algebra of projections. In §3 an important tool of the paper is developed. Regarding a c-complete B.A. 93 of projections as a spectral measure defined on its Stone representation space, it is shown (Theorem 3.1) that for each x0££, there exists a linear functional x* in £* such that the measure x*E(-)x0 is positive, and the countably additive vector valued measure E()x is absolutely continuous with respect to the scalar measure x*E(-)x0. This generalizes the situation for self-adjoint projections in Hilbert space where one may take x0*E(-)x0 = (E(-)xo, xo). As an important consequence of the existence of x0* we obtain the fact that if a directed system {Ea} of projections in 93 converges weakly to a projection £0, then it converges strongly, i.e., lima Eax=E0x, x£3E. In §4 we study the uniformly and weakly closed algebras which are generated by a bounded B.A. of projections. If 93 is o--complete, then the weakly closed algebra generated by 93 is the uniformly closed algebra generated by the strong closure 93* of 93. If in addition 93 has simple spectrum (cf. §4), Presented In this section we introduce various notions of completeness for a B.A. of projections. The weakest of these from the standpoint of its connection with the topology of £ is the purely algebraic condition that 93 should be complete (or ff-complete) as an abstract Boolean algebra. This means that for each subset (sequence) {Ea} C93 there exist projections V£a and AEa in 93 which are respectively the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of {Ea\ under the ordering ^ in 93. The strongest notion of completeness requires in addition that the manifolds {£aj} should span (V£a)3E. Because of its importance we shall call this merely "completeness." 2.1. Definition. A B.A. of projections 93 is complete (a-complete) if for each subset (sequence) {£a}c93, (a) £ admits the direct sum decomposition X = 'j0l®yi where(2) m = cim {£«*}, ft = n (i -E°)%; and (b) the projection E0 with range 9Ji and null manifold 51c defined by this decomposition belongs to B. In this definition clearly £o=V"£".
Also a complete B.A. of projections is complete as an abstract B.A. Using Lemma 2.5 below one may easily construct examples to show the converse need not be true. Such an example is given following Corollary 3.3. It follows from the relation KaEa = I-Va(7-Ea) that in a complete B.A. (/\aEa)% = ()aEaX and (7-Aa£a)X=clm {(7-£a)l|. A net {72a}, aCA, of projections in 93 will be said to be increasing (decreasing) if a^B implies Ea = Ep (Ep^Ea). This contradiction completes the proof.
Theorem 2.2 has been proved by Lorch [14] under the assumptions that 93 is complete and is generated by one-dimensional projections arising from a basis. Pi oof. That £*!*= {x*\ (I -E)*x*=0} is X-closed is a standard property of the null manifold of an adjoint operator. Let {Ea} be an arbitrary set (sequence) of elements of 93 and E0 = VEa. Since we may replace {Ea} by the increasing net of its finite unions, we may suppose {Ea} is an increasing net. Then E0x -lima Eax, x££, by Lemma 2.3. Consequently Eo*x*(x) = x*EoX = lim x*£ax = lim E*x*x, x££. Thus E0*l*Q(l)-c\m {£«*£*}. But E0*I* is X-closed. Thus £0*X* = (X)-clm {£<***}. One shows similarly that (I*-E0*)x* = i\a(I*-E*)I*.
We recall that any abstract Boolean algebra is isomorphic with the B. Proof. It is easily seen that 93s is a bounded B.A. of projections. Let {£<*}, aCA, he a family of projections in 93. Since we may replace {£<*} by the net of its finite unions we may suppose it is an increasing net. If x£X, then lim" £ax = lima £"x exists since 93(x) is complete (Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6). Clearly the strong limit £0 of the £« is the projection V"£a of Definition 2.1. Similarly we construct the infimum of an arbitrary set in 93. Now let 93i be the B.A. generated by arbitrary sups and infs of projections in 93. Since 93i(x) =93(x), x££, we may construct arbitrary sups and infs of elements of 93i. By transfinite induction we obtain a monotone family {93«} of B.A.'s, indexed on the ordinals a less than some large ordinal 77, such that each 93a contains arbitrary sups and infs of the 93# for /3<a. If «o is the least ordinal for which 93ao = Ua<a0 $3a> then 93«0 is complete. Clearly 93aCSQ'. The conclusion will follow if we can show that a complete B.A. of projections is strongly closed. However, this follows from the next result: that a countably additive vector measure is dominated by a finite positive measure. We shall show in this section that when the vector measure is determined by a <r-complete B.A. of projections, i.e. has the form £(-)xo, Xo£26, E£93, the dominating scalar measure may be chosen to have the form x0*£(-)xo where x0*££*. The proof of the existence of the scalar measure in this case is different from that in [2] . We remark that if 93 is a B.A. of selfadjoint projections in Hilbert space one may take for x0* the functional determined by Xo itself, i.e., x0*E(-)xo = (£(-)xo, x0).
Theorem.
Let SB be a a-complete B.A. of projections in X. Then given x0£3£ there is a linear functional x0*££* with the properties (i) xo*£x0^0, ££93.
(ii) If for any E£93, Xo*£x0=0, then £x0 = 0.
Proof. Since we may replace 93 by 93*, we may assume without loss of generality that 93 is complete (cf. Theorem 2.7). Also in view of Lemma 2.6 and the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is no loss in generality in supposing £ = clm {Ex0|E£93} =9K(x0). Since 93* is 36-complete in 26* by Lemma 2.5, there is associated with each y*£26* a unique carrier projection Ev' = A \E \E y = y \.
Let % be a family of projections in 93* maximal with respect to the properties: (a) the members of % are disjoint, and (b) each projection in % is a carrier projection. The assumption that £ = clm {£x0| ££93} implies 93 is countably decomposable (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.6). Since the property of being countably decomposable is clearly inherited by 93* from 93, the family g is at most countable. Letting %= {£*;} where |y"*| =1, define y0*= ^n-i y*/2n. We assert that the carrier of y0* is 7*, the identity in £*. For let £0* =7* -£*0«. Then £0*yn* = 2"£(,:£0*yo* = 0 for each n, and thus £*• g (7* -£"*), i.e. EQ*E*' = 0 for all n. If £0* is not zero it contains a nonzero carrier projection, contradicting the maximality of $(*)■ We now obtain the functional x0* from y0*. Regarding 93 as a spectral measure on the Borel sets 2 of Q we define the positive measures pi(o-) = tot. var." $ty0*E(-)xo, a £ 2, p2(a) = tot. var." $y0*E( ■) x0, a £ 2, and let p. =pi+p2. Let 3E0 be the set of all vectors of the form zZ"=i «i£(o\-)x0, where the sets o-< are disjoint. Then 3£o is dense in 3E. Let the functional 0 on
So be defined by 6 I zZ caE(ai) x0) = zZ ctip(at).
It will be shown that 0 is continuous on 360. Let 0=e+U«_=/+U/_ be two Hahn decompositions of £2 into disjoint Borel sets such that Pi(a) = $ty0*E(a r\ e+)xo -^ty0*E(a f~\ eJ)x0, a £ S, (a) = Syo*E(a r\ /+) x0 -3y0*£(<r A /_) x", <r £ 2.
Given z= zZl-i caE(ai)xo we define the operators But \A*\, 15*| g4M by [7, Lemma 6] . Thus \9(z)\ ^8Af|y"*| \z\. The extension xo* of 9 to 36 has the property that x0*£(cr)xo^0, o-£2. Consequently if Xo*£(o")x0=0 for some set a, Xo*£(5)x0 = 0 for 5C<r, which implies tot. var. "yo*E(-)x0 = 0.
Thus E*(cr)y0*x = 0 for each x£2£o, and consequently E*(o-)y0* = 0. Since the carrier of y0* is I*, E*(a) =0, i.e. £(<r) =0. This completes the proof.
3.2. Theorem. The weak and strong operator topologies coincide on a complete B.A. of projections^).
Proof. The result follows easily from Theorem 3.1 and a theorem of Pettis [17] (for a proof of his theorem see [12] ). However, we shall give another proof not using the result of Pettis. Let \Ea}, adA, be a net in 93 such that lima x*Eax-x*EoX, x*£2£*, x£?C, £q = £o (and thus £0£93 by Theorem 2.8), and suppose that lim EaXo^EoXo. There is no loss in generality in supposing £0x0=0. Then there is a constant 7>0 and a cofinal subnet {E/s}, PC-BCA, such that (1) \EgXo\ ^y, fidB.
Let Ep = E(afi), o-^£S. Then Xo*E(ap)xo=rt(ap)--K) where x0* is the functional of Theorem 3.1. We select a sequence en = apn such that p(en)->0. The characteristic functions ken converge to zero in /x-measure, and consequently a subsequence ks" converges to zero except possibly on a set b0 for which ju( §o) =0. By . See also Wermer [21] .) The referee has observed that the family { U\ = {i-2£|££93} forms a bounded commutative group, and thus Mackey's theorem follows from Nagy's theorem [16] (see also Day [4, Theorem 8] (that every bounded commutative group of operators in Hilbert space is equivalent to a unitary group.
We now show by an example (due to R. R. Christian) that the conclusion of It is interesting to note also that a sequence of projections may converge weakly to an operator which is not a projection. By a result of Dye [9, Lemma 2.3], if 93 is a complete nonatomic B.A. of self-adjoint projections in Hilbert space, the weak closure of 93 fills out the positive part of the unit sphere in the algebra generated by 93. His argument may be extended to the case of a complete nonatomic B.A. in any reflexive space using the results of [1] .
4. Operator algebras generated by projections. If 93 is a bounded B.A. of projections, we denote by 21(93) and 9B(93) the algebras generated by 93 in the uniform and weak operator topologies respectively.
By a theorem of Dunford [7; p. 348], 21(93) is equivalent to the algebra C(W) of continuous functions on its space W of maximal ideals. One easily identifies SD? with the representation space fl of 93. If 93 is cr-complete this equivalence is given explicitly by the correspondence h-*fah(a})E(da)), A£C(B). In this section we shall give further characterizations of 21(93) and of 2B(93) more closely related to the underlying space 36. An application is made to the theory of spectral operators of scalar type (cf. [7] ).
We shall say that a B.A. of projections 93 has simple spectrum if for some x0£36, 36 = 50c(xo) =clm {£x0|££93}.
The proof of the next lemma is due to 4.1. Lemma. Let 93 be a complete B.A. of projections with simple spectrum, i.e. 2E = 3ft(xo), x0£2£. Let x0* be the functional associated with x0 by Theorem 3.1. Then H* = (X) -clm{£**0* | £* £ 93*}.
Proof. Let # = sp {E*x0*[E*£5*}. To show K is X-dense in X* it is sufficient to show that if x£26 and y*x=0, y*£S, then x = 0; i.e. if the measure E*(<j-)x0*x=Xo*E(o-)x = 0, cr£S, then x=0. Since 2£ = 9)J(xo) let {/"} be a sequence of finite linear combinations of characteristic functions such that x = lim I fn(o>)E(dw)xo.
n->«o J a
Then for each <r£2, The next result has been proved by F. Wolf [22] in the case that X is a Hilbert space.
4.2. Theorem. Let 93 be a complete B.A. of projections with simple spectrum. Then the algebra 31(93) generated by 93 in the uniform topology consists of all bounded operators commuting with 93.
Proof. Let 2E = 9JJ(x0) and select x0* with the properties of Theorem 3.1. Then if A commutes with 93, the set function X(ME(-)x0 is absolutely continuous with respect to x0*£(-)x0 and by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a Borel measurable function h(-), integrable with respect tox0*£(-)x0, such For convenience write Zo-xo+yo. By Theorem 3.1 there is a functional z0* such that z<*£(o-)z0£i0, <r£2, with the property that if z0*£(S)z0=0 for some 8£2, then £(8)z0 = 0. However, if E(8)z0 = 0, the fact SW(x0)r\STJc(y0) = (0) implies E(5)y0 = 0. Thus z0*E(-)y0 is absolutely continuous with respect to zo*£(-)z0, and by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a function r£Ei(z0*E(-)zo) such that Zo*£(o-)y0 = I r(u>)zo*E(dcc)zo, a £ 2.
Since ft is extremely disconnected we may suppose that r is continuous. Select an open-closed set 8 and constant k>0 such that kr1< \ r(o>) \ <k, co£8. Then E(8)y0^0. UDi=Jsr(u>)E(du), £*(<r)z0*£(5)yo = £*(<r)z0*Z)jZo, <r £ 2.
It follows from Lemma 4.1 (applied in the space SD^Zo)) that E(S)yo = DiZB = DiXo + Dsy0.
Since 9JJ(x0)r\2«(yo) =(0), -Djx0 = 0. Thus f,r(a))xo*E(dco)xo=0, o-CS, where [November x0* is associated with x0 as in Theorem 3.1. This implies r(u) =0, o>£5. This contradiction completes the proof. Observe that if in Theorem 4.3 we take for 93 the resolution of the identity of a bounded self-adjoint operator T in a separable Hilbert space, then for each x£36, the manifold 2Jc(x) admits a self-adjoint projection P commuting with 93. Thus the condition AW.(x) CZTl(x) is satisfied by every operator A in the second commutant of T, since Ax = APx=PAx. Since 2I(£(-, T)) consists of all Borel functions of T, we obtain a well known result of von Neumann (first formulated explicitly by F. Riesz [18] ).
Corollary.
If T is a bounded self-adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space, every operator A which commutes with every operator commuting with T is a Borel function of T. We recall that a bounded operator 5 in a complex Banach space 36 is a scalar type spectral operator of class 36* if 5 = f,{S)KE(d\), where £(•) is a projection valued measure defined on the Borel sets of the spectrum a(S) oi S such that x*£(-)x, is countably additive for all x£36, x*£36*. It is known that this last condition implies the countable additivity of the vector valued set functions E(-)x, x£36. If 93 is the range of the resolution of the identity of S, then 93 is a cr-complete B.A. Consequently 93* is complete by Theorem 2.7, and the weakly closed algebra generated by 5 is a subset of the weakly closed algebra 21(93") • Each operator in 21(93") is a scalar_type spectral operator of class 36* since it is of the form fah(u)E(dw), where ft is the representation space of 93' (cf. [7, p. 341 ]). Thus we have proved:
4.6. Theorem. If S is a scalar type spectral operator of class 36*, every operator in the weakly closed algebra generated by S is a scalar type spectral operator of class 36*. The weakly closed algebra generated by a scalar type spectral operator A of class X* with real spectrum consists of all extended bounded Baire functions of A.
It would be interesting to know whether if 93 is complete 21(93) equals its second commutant.
In view of Theorem 4.3 it would be sufficient to show that for each x there is an element Q in the commutant of 21(93) with QH dense in 5Dc(x). We have been able to establish this fact only in the case 93 is atomic. A positive answer would yield a corresponding generalization of Corollary 4.4. A related question is whether each of the manifolds <3Jl(x) admits a bounded projection commuting with 93. This need not be the case if 93 is not <r-complete. For let 26 = (m) and 93 be defined as in the example following Corollary 3.3. If x0= {l/«}, then 3fl(x0) = (co). Sobczyk [19] showed there is no bounded projection of (m) on (c0) -
